
Mat Pilates  Donna Blount
Donna is a Certified Pilates Instructor and has been teaching for 7 years. She 
teaches at multiple locations and has been a registered nurse for over 20 years. 
This Mat Pilates class includes a series of exercises that will strengthen core 
muscles, improve posture, increase balance and flexibility, and is low impact.  
Modifications and variations are available to accommodate all fitness levels.
THURS 9:30 – 10:30am  |  ATTIRE: Athletic wear, bare foot, bring your own mat

Invest in Yourself in 2020

High Fitness Ceris-Ann & Sara
HIGH Fitness is a merger of the old-school aerobics you love with HIIT training in a 
one-hour total body workout.  You will have a blast while seeing real results 
mentally and physically in a fun, energetic, and welcoming environment.  In each 
class you can expect to get sweaty, to listen to nostalgic motivating music, simple 
choreography, and interval training moves with modifications available.
FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS 9:00 - 10:00am  |  ATTIRE: Athletic wear, Sneakers

Open Ballet  Madison DeShane
FCB Director Ms. Madison leads this class of students level III+, dance 
professionals, and adults providing the perfect opportunity to take ballet along side 
dancers with varying training, creativity and backgrounds.  The class is paced to 
reflect a professional caliber class in a safe and inviting learning environment 
outside of Chara’s graded level syllabus. 
SAT 9:00 – 10:30am  |  ATTIRE: Fitted athletic wear, ballet shoes, students in leos

Adult Ballet  Rachel Chapman
Adult ballet is for dancers ages 18+ to try something new, revive previous ballet 
training and/or strengthen and tone.  Designed for beginner to intermediate level 
dancers, we will build upon basic classical ballet technique involving combinations 
at the barre, in the center, and across the floor.  This artistic form of exercise is the 
perfect opportunity to challenge yourself in new ways in an engaging environment.
TUES 8:00 – 9:15pm  |  ATTIRE: Fitted athletic wear, bare foot or ballet shoes
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Yoga  Jackie Sarager
Jackie has a background in dance education, training in Kinesiology and 8 years of 
yoga instruction experience with a focus on trauma and anxiety. Having extensive 
movement experience allows Jackie to craft classes that cater to all ability levels. 
She teaches a Vinyasa style, or flow style class that entails a flow of warm-ups, sun 
salutations, warrior sequences balance, core work, stretching, and meditation all 
the while explaining the benefits and reasoning behind each movement and pose.
WED 10:00 – 11:00am  |  ATTIRE: Athletic wear, bare foot, bring your own mat

Open Hip Hop  Josh Cruz
Mr. Josh has been teaching dance to students of all ages for over 7 years.  Unlike 
our graded class, in Open Hip Hop you will learn new moves and technique in a 
Dance Fitness atmosphere, learning a new combo each week.  Each class starts 
with a warm-up for exercise and stamina, followed by one or more core steps which 
will be built upon for the daily combo.  Open to all dancers 5th grade through adults.
TUES 7:15 – 8:00pm  |  ATTIRE: Athletic wear, Sneakers

Class Punch Cards
4 classes - $49 | 6 classes - $69 | 8 classes - $79
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